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Abstract - This paper focuses on interference aspects related 
to non-GSa satellite systems and presents results reflecting 
the effect of the oscillatory shape of the earth station antenna 
sidelobe gain pattern in the statistical behaviour of the aggre
gate interference produced by an interfering non-GSa sys
tem into the satellites of an interfered-with system. A Bessel 
function type of radiation pattern was adopted as a more re
alistic model for the antenna sidelobe gain since it reflects 
the oscillatory behaviour encountered in measured radiation 
patterns. This sidelobe gain oscillatory behaviour plays an 
important role when addressing interference calculations in
volving non-GSa systems, since due to the non-GSa system 
satellites dynamics not all entries in the aggregate interfer
ence are associated with the maximum sidelobe earth station 
antenna gain. Results indicate that. although often used in 
GSa satellite systems. this type of worst case interference 
calculation tends to be overly pessimistic if applied to the 
non-GSa satellite environment. 

Keywords: Non-geoestacionary systems, interference, an
tenna, sidelobe emissions. 

Resumo - Este trabalho aborda aspectos de interferencia 
em sistemas de comunicar;6es que utilizam satelites nao
geoestaciomirios (non-GSa). Em particular, considera-se 0 

efeito que a caracterfstica oscilatoria do diagrama de radiar;ao 
dos lobos laterais das antenas das estar;6es terrenas tern 
no comportamento estatfstico da interferencia agregada pro
duzida pelas estar;6es de urn sistema non-GSa interferente 
nos satelites de urn outro sistema non-GSa. Urn diagrama de 
radiar;ao modelado com funr;6es de Bessel foi adotado aqui 
para 0 ganho dos lobos laterais das antenas, ja que ele reflete 
de forma adequada as variar;6es deste ganho presentes em di
agramas de radiar;ao obtidos experimentalmente. A variar;ao 
acentuada do ganho dos lobos laterais tern urn impacto sig
nificativo nos calculos de interferencia envolvendo sistemas 
non-GSa, ja que. devido as dinamicas dos satelites destes 
sistemas, nem todas as componentes da interferencia agre
gada estao associadas permanentemente ao maior valor de 
ganho dos lobos laterais das antenas da estar;ao interferente. 
as resultados obtidos indicam que, apesar de freqiientemente 
utilizado em situar;6es envolvendo satelites geoestacionarios, 
este tipo de calculo de interferencia de pior casu tende a ser 
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demasiadamente pessimista se aplicado ao caso de sistemas 
non-GSa. Este fato indica que as antenas das estar;6es terre
nas que operam com satelites non-GSa podem ter restric,:6es 
de projeto substancialmente menos exigentes do que as que 
operam com satelites geoestacionarios. 

Palavras-chave: Sistemas non-GSa, Interferencias, antenas, 
emissao pelos lobulos laterais. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Interference calculations involving GSa satellite systems 
are usually based on the assumption that the earth station 
sidelobe antenna gain is equal to an envelope of the form 
x - 25 log e. However, the oscillatory behaviour encountered 
in measured radiation patterns plays an important role when 
addressing interference calculations involving non-GSa sys
tems, since due to the non-GSa system satellites dynamics 
not all entries in the aggregate interference are associated 
with the maximum sidelobe earth station antenna gain rep
resented by its envelope. This paper considers two non-GSa 
satellite systems, here referred to as LEa I and LEa 2, and 
addresses the more critical case of up-link interference, in 
which the number of earth stations and their geographical 
distribution play an important role. The effect of the oscil
latory shape of the earth station antenna sidelobe gain in the 
cumulative distribution functions of the carrier to aggregate 
interference ratio is evaluated considering the up-link inter
ference from LEa I earth stations into a LEa 2 satellite. To 
obtain accurate interference statistics, full constellation of the 
interfering system is considered. Furthermore, multiple earth 
station locations (up to 120 earth stations for LEa I l, with 
multiple earth station antenna beams (up to 4) are assumed. 
The results were obtained through the analytical/numerical 
method described in [I, 2]. As pointed out in [2], if com
pared to computer simulation the results generated by this 
analytical method correspond to an infinite number of simu
lated days, and therefore the method does not suffer from the 
need for long running times as may be required in computer 
simulation methods to assure statistically significant results. 

The methodology and the interference model used in the 
interference computations are described in Section 2, where a 
Bessel function type of radiation pattern is adopted as a more 
realistic model for the antenna sidelobe gain since it reflects 
the oscillatory behaviour encountered in measured radiation 
patterns. This section also contains a brief description of 
the algorithm developed to determine the worst location for 
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an interfered-with satellite in the victim non-GSa system. 
Numerical results are presented in Section 3. These results 
illustrate the effects of the earth station antenna sidelobe 
gains and of the number of interfering earth stations in the 
up-link C / I cumulative distribution function. This type of 
result is important for the establishment of design objectives 
for the antennae of earth stations operating with non-GSa 
satellites. Finally. main conclusions are highlighted in 
Section 4. 

2.	 METHODOLOGY 

As mentioned before the computation of the probabil
ity distribution of the carrier to aggregate interference ratio 
was based on the analytical/numerical method described in 
[I, 2]. The situation involving up-link interference from LEO 
I earth stations into LEO 2 satellites is illustrated in Figure I. 
In this figure, each earth station is assumed to have four an
tennae (beams), pointed to the LEO I satellites corresponding 
to the four highest elevation angles that satisfy the minimum 
elevation angle constraint. Considering that all feeder link 
earth stations transmit the same power, the aggregate up-link 
interference power reaching a LEO 2 satellite (say, satellite 
i), located at a given point, is proportional to the quantity 

N.-1Nu-l G ( )G (0 ) 
Zi =	 L L s.i aij d

2 
e.) !Jijk (I) 

j=O k=O IJ 

where G s.i (au) is the receiving antenna gain of satellite i in 
a direction aij degrees off the main beam axis, G e .j ((3ijd is 
the earth station transmitting antenna gain in a direction (3ijk 

degrees off the main beam axis and dij is the range between 
satellite i and the earth station j. Note that the random vari
able Zi is a function of the given location of the considered 
LEO 2 interfered-with satellite and the random location of 
the LEO I reference satellite (see [I, 2]). The integers N e 

and N a represent, respectively, the number of earth stations 
and the number of antennae (per earth station) tracking a LEO 
I satellite with an elevation angle higher than the prescribed 
minimum value. 

LEO I 
...aldlitt: 

CDml-elllltiOO 

LE02 i-lh 
satellite 

t+ 

Figure 1. Up-link interference geometry. 

The following assumptions were made in the interference 
computations: 

2.1	 SYSTEMS PARAMETERS 

The LEO I and LEO 2 system characteristics used here 
were assumed to be respectively equal to those for LEO D 
and LEO F in Recommendation ITU-R S.1328-2 (year :WOO 
version) [3], except for the following parameters: 

•	 the minimum operating elevation angle for the LEO I 
earth stations was assumed to be 5 degrees (instead of 
the 10 degrees in Recommendation ITU-R S.1328-2); 

•	 the LEO 2 satellite antenna radiation pattern was as
sumed to be the one in Annex I to Appendix 30B of 
the Radio Regulations [4], with maximum gain set to 13 
dB for transmission and 12 dB for reception. In both 
cases the half-power beamwidth was 26 degrees; 

•	 the LEO I transmitting and receiving satellite antenna 
radiation patterns were both given by the curve in Figure 
2; 

10 ~-,-::L-,-EO~D_.e-,-ce_;v~;n4g_so_te_Ili""te,:o_nt-.:-en_n,'-o-."O-.:-d;~ot_;o.-n ~po_tt_e._n~----, 

J 
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Figure 2. LEO I satellite antenna radiation pattern (transmit
ting and receiving) 

Concerning the earth station switching strategies, it was as
sumed that each LEO I gateway contains four ES antennae 
that track LEO I satellites with elevation angles higher than 
the prescribed minimum value. 

2.2	 INTERFERED-WITH SATELLITE LOCA
TION (WORST CASE) 

For the purpose of interference calculations, the location of 
the interfered-with satellite (LEO 2) was determined based 
on a worst case criterion. An algorithm was developed to 
determine the distribution, over the whole spherical surface 
containing the satellites of the interfered-with system (sys
tem "shell"), of the "in-line" interference levels produced 
by all earth stations tracking visible satellites in the inter
fering system, averaged with respect to the random location 
of the interfering system reference satellite [I, 2]. Next, the 
interfered-with system "shell" is partitioned into square re
gions (I by I degree) centered at {Cij = (ePi ej)T; i = 
-180, ... ,180,j = -emax ,"" emax }, and the average "in
line" interference level distribution is then used to determine 
the total "in-line" interference I IL (Cij) level contained inside 
each square region. To take into account the uncertainty in the 
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location of the interfered-with satellite, the worst location is 
defined as the point cj'j corresponding to the maximum value 
of Iw(cij ) = IIL(cT

J 
) p(cij ), where p(cj'j) is the probabil

ity of finding a satellite of the interfered-with system inside 
the square region centered at cij . This probability was ob
tained from the satellite location probability density function 
in [I. 2]. 

Figure 3 present the results obtained with this procedure 
in a particular situation where 120 LEO I earth stations pro
duce up-link interference into LEO :2 satellites and illustrate 
the location of the 120 LEO I earth stations. Figure 3 also il
lustrates the contour curves of the function. The black cross 
indicates the worst location for the LEO 2 satellite. Figure 4 
illustrates an earth view from a LEO 2 satellite placed at this 
worst location. 

worst sotelli~e position' longItude 24.5; latitude 44.5 

Figure 3. Contour curves of the function I wand worst loca
tion for the LEO 2 satellite (black cross). 

. \~ 

1> \ 

'" 

Figure 4. Earth station view from a LEO 2 satellite placed 
at the worst case location cij' Note that 65 of the 120 LEO I 
earth stations can be seen from this satellite location. 

2.3	 CARRIER-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIO 
(C/ I) EXPRESSIONS 

The C / I cumulative probability distribution (CDF) cor
responding to a interfered-with satellite at the worst loca
tion was obtained by first determining, using the analytical 
method in [I, 2], the CDF of the random variable ZdB = 
10 log z, with Z in the form of (l). The COF of the carrier 

to interference ratio C / I (in dB) was then obtained using the 
following relations: 

•	 Interference into a LEO 2 satellite (C/ I within the re
ceiver bandwidth): 

(2) 

with 

. G 82 (n) Get(U) 
(e.z.r.p.)ES-LEO 2 + 10log {2 

L 

. 
-(e.z.r.p.)ES-LEO I 

BLE0 2 
- Wlog B ' (3) 

LEO I 

where a is the LEO 2 satellite antenna main beam off-set 
angle in the direction of the LEO 2 earth station trans
mitting the desired carrier, d the is distance between 
this earth station and the LEO 2 satellite, BLEO I and 
B LEO 2 denote, respectively, the LEO I and LEO 2 re
ceiver noise bandwidth and the equil'Glent isotropically 
radiated power (e.i.r.p.) values refer to e.i.r.p. per car
rier. Note that the ratio BB I F{) 2 < 1 corresponds to an 

LL'O 1 

interference reduction factor due to the difference, in 
bandwidth, of the interfering and interfered-with carri
ers. 

2.4	 EARTH STATION ANTENNA SIDELOBE 
RADIATION PATTERNS 

Two alternatives were considered for the antenna radiation 
patterns used in interference calculations. The first alterna
tive refers to earth station antenna radiation patterns with the 
usual sidelobe gain of the form x - 2.5 log e, and is generally 
described by 

-3( D )2Gmax - 2.5 x 10 T 8 ,0 :s;e<8m 

G I ,	 8m :S;8< er 

G I -	 ?~o.x ((J-(Jr), (Jr :S 8< 1° 
x	 - 25Iog(J, 1° :S;8<8s (4) 
-3.5,	 es :s;e<8e 
32 - 25 log e, ee :s;e<48° 
-10, 48°:S; e:s; 180° 

with 
D 

G I = 2 + 15log >: (5) 

and 

20,\ J	 D-- G - 2 - 1510g- (6)D max ,\

D) -0.6 
(Jr' 15.85 (~	 (7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where D represents the earth station antenna diameter and ,\ 
the wavelength corresponding to the carrier frequency, both 
in the same unit. Figure 5 illustrates earth station radia
tion patterns with usual [5, 6, 7] sidelobe gains of the form 
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.1' - 25 log (I different values of ;£. The second alternative 
corresponds to a Bessel function radiation pattern having a 
side lobe gain that shows an oscillatory behaviour similar to 
that encountered in measured radiation patterns. By using 
this radiation pattern it is possible to get closer to the actual 
situation in which not all entries in the aggregate interference 
are associated with the maximum sidelobe earth station an
tenna gain. The Bessel function type of antenna radiation 
pattern used here is a version of that presented in [8], mod
ified to better fit an envelope 32 - 2510g 8 which could be 
used as a design objective for the radiation patterns of earth 
stations operating with non-GSa satellites. This antenna ra
diation pattern is given by 

with 

11(8) = 
7fDT sin(8) (II) 

and 

c(8) = h(8) 1(8) , (12) 

where 

{h(8)= 
L 
l+a(II-II;)(J"exp [_(II-II!l2] 

U" 2u 2 , 

0::;8< 81 

8<8<480 
1_ -

(13) 

and 

with 

= 1468.85 X 1O-Gm,u/20 . (15)X 48 

The values of the parameters a and a 2 are adjusted to fit the 
32 - 25 log 8 envelope and depend on the value of Gmax' This 
Bessel function radiation pattern is illustrated in Figure 6 for 
a 6 meter antenna operating in a 5.175 GHz with Gmax = 
47.5. In this particular case a = 0.5 and a = 16. This figure 
also shows the 32 - 25 log 8 sidelobe gain radiation pattern. 

earth statio..., antenna radiation patterns 
60 

s,delobe go T x-25 log e 

4Q~ x "" 32 

~ 20 I 

g, 

() [degreeJ 

Figure S. Earth station antenna sidelobe patterns. 
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Figure 6. Bessel function antenna radiation pattern 

NUMERICAL RESULTS
 

Interference criteria for frequency sharing are usually ex
pressed in the form 

i = 1, ... ,!( , (16) 

meaning that the C/ I cumulative probability distribution 
function (CDF) at some specific points Xl must fall below 
prescribed probability values Pi. For the evaluation of the 
effects of the earth station antenna sidelobe gain in the sta
tistical behaviour of the aggregate C / I ratio, a total of up 
to 120 earth stations was considered for the up-link interfer
ence of LEO I system into a LEO 2 satellite. The cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) of the aggregate C/ I ratio was 
determined for different earth station antenna sidelobe pat
terns: the Bessel function pattern satisfying the 32 - 25 log 8 
envelope (with a = 0.5 and a = 16) and a pattern with side
lobe gain of the form x - 25 log 8, for which the value of x 
was varied down from 32 until the resulting C / I cumulative 
distribution function curve touched (or nearly touched) that 
of the Bessel function pattern. 

As described in Section 2.3, the C / I cumulative proba
bility distribution (CDF) corresponding to a interfered-with 
satellite at a given location was obtained by first determining, 
using the analytical method in [1, 2], the CDF of the random 
variable ZdB = 10 log z, with Z in the form of (1). The CDF 
of the carrier to interference ratio C / I (in dB) was then ob
tained considering the relations in (2) and (3). It was assumed 
that the interfered-with satellite was at the worst location (see 
Section 2.2). Furthermore, the earth station transmitting the 
desired carrier was assumed to be located in such way that its 
transmitting antenna operates with the minimum permissible 
elevation angle (smallest desired carrier power C). 

Performance results were obtained for a total of n = 30, 
n = 60, n = 90 and n = 120 LEO 1 earth stations. Starting 
with a given set of 120 locations smaller sets were obtained 
by eliminating station locations in such way that the relative 
geographical distribution was maintained. The resulting sets 
of earth station locations corresponding to n = 60 and n = 
120 are respectively illustrated in figures 7 and 8 together 
with the corresponding worst location for the interfered-with 
LEO 2 satellite. The CDFs of the aggregate C / I ratio as
sociated with the sets of locations in figures 7 and 8 are re
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spectively displayed, in both linear and logarithm scales, in 
figures 9 to 12. 

Worst sotelli:e position: longitude 335: 'atitude 445 

Figure 7. LEO 1 Earth station distribution and worst location 
for the LEO 2 satellite (n = 60). 

Figure 8. LEO I Earth station distribution and worst location 
for the LEO 2 satellite (n = 120). 

The following observations can be made based on the re
sults in figures 9 to 12: 

•	 A comparison of the curves associated to the x - 25 log e 
type of sidelobe gain with those corresponding to the 
Bessel function radiation pattern with an envelope of the 
form 32 - 25 log eshows that the worst-case type of in
terference calculation that considers that all entries in 
the aggregate interference are associated with the maxi
mum sidelobe antenna gain leads to results that are pes
simistic even for values of x as low as 25. 

•	 If the earth station antennae satisfy the current design 
objective of 29 - 25 log e [6] and the usual worst-case 
type of interference calculation indicates that the inter
ference criteria are met, then these same interference cri
teria are also met by earth station antennae that have 
a less stringent design objective (as for example the 
32 - 25 log e objective) when the oscillatory shape of 
the radiation pattern is taken into account. This indicates 
that antennae of earth stations operating with non-GSa 
satellites could have a design objective substantially less 
stringent than that of earth stations operating with GSa 
satellites.. 

The impact of increasing number of LEO I earth stations 
in a LEO 2 satellite aggregate interference is illustrated by 
figures 13 to 16 respectively for the Bessel function type 
of earth station antenna radiation pattern and the more pes
simistic 32 - 25 log e type of antenna sidelobe gain. 

The results in figures 13 to 16 indicate that an increase 
in the number of interfering LEO I earth stations impacts 
more the lower aggregate interference levels since, in general, 
higher levels of interference correspond to "in-line" interfer
ence which are mainly dominated by interference from a few 
earth stations (one in most cases). 

_ Bessel lunctlO'l radiation potte''" 

_ _ _ .32-25I:Jg8 sidelobe gow 

29-251096 s,delobe gair 
___ 25-2510g8 5'delobe gOIr 

10 20 30 40 50 60 
X (dB] 

Figure 9. Aggregate C / I ratio CDF corresponding to up
link interference into a LEO 2 satellite at the worst location 
(60 LEO I earth stations worldwide). 

Cumulative Distribution Function 

Figure 10. Expanded view of the aggregate C / I ratio CDF 
corresponding to up-link interference into a LEO 2 satellite 
at the worst location (60 LEO I earth stations worldwide). 
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___ 25-25'og9 "d"ob' go c ". ' ! 
08	 ,'// //". 

06	 I .S r 
~	 0+ ,/ ;/ ~
 

02l	 '. ./' :_1 
f _~ 
oo~~-

-0.7,-,l~~~~~~~~.~~~-'--~~~~~ 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 

X (d8J 

Figure 11. Aggregate C / I ratio CDF corresponding to up
link interference into a LEO 2 satellite at the worst location 
(120 LEO I earth stations worldwide). 
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Figure 12. Expanded view of the aggregate C / I ratio CDF 
corresponding to up-link interference into a LEO 2 satellite 
at the worst location ( 120 LEO I earth stations worldwide). 
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Figure 13. Aggregate C / I ratio CDF corresponding to up
link interference into a LEO 2 satellite at the worst location 
for different number of LEO I earth stations(Bessel function 
radiation pattern). 
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Figure 14. Expanded view of the aggregate C / I ratio CDF 
corresponding to up-link interference into a LEO 2 satellite 
at the worst location for different number of LEO I earth sta
tions(Bessel function radiation pattern). 
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Figure 15. Aggregate C/ I ratio CDF corresponding to up
link interference into a LEO 2 satellite at the worst location 
for different number of LEO I earth stations(:32 - 25 log () 
antenna sidelobe gain). 
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Figure 16. Expanded view of the aggregate C / I ratio CDF 
corresponding to up-link interference into a LEO 2 satellite 
at the worst location for different number of LEO I earth sta
tions (32 - 25 log eantenna sidelobe gain)). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The effect of the oscillatory behaviour of the earth station 
antenna sidelobe gain in the cumulative distribution functions 
for the carrier to aggregate interference ratio was evaluated 
for a situation involving up-link interference from LEO I 
earth stations into a LEO 2 satellite. The C / I CDFs were 
obtained through the analytical method described in [I. 2]. 
A Bessel function type of radiation pattern was adopted as 
a more realistic model for the antenna sidelobe gain since 
it reflects the oscillatory behaviour encountered in measured 
radiation patterns. 

Using the Bessel function pattern as a reference, and con
sidering the interference situation examined, results have 
shown that the worst-case type of interference calculation that 
considers that all entries in the aggregate interference are as
sociated with the maximum sidelobe antenna gain leads to 
results that are overly pessimistic when applied to the non
GSa satellite environment. Results have shown that if the 
earth station antennae satisfy the current design objective of 
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29 - 25 log e [6] and the usual worst-case type of interfer
ence calculation indicates that the interference criteria are 
met, then these same interference criteria are also met by 
earth station antennae that have a less stringent design objec
tive (as for example the 32 - 25 log eobjective) when the os
cillatory shape of the radiation pattern is taken into account. 
This indicates that antennae of earth stations operating with 
non-GSa satellites could have a design objective substan
tially less stringent than that of earth stations operating with 

GSa satellites. 
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